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Introduction
Sampling Weather – Page 3
In bracket racing it’s all about controlling the variables and predicting how those variables
changing will effect the performance of your car. But the one thing we can’t control is the
weather. But with the RaceAir Pro you can easily keep track of it and learn how your car reacts
to those changes.
Run Completer – Page 4
This program is the easiest to use and one of the most useful. If your child plays the finish line
and either lets off or hits the brakes, you have no idea what they would have run that pass. Do
that a couple times and you can easily get lost with your dial in. With the Run Completer
program you can easily compare one time slip to another to determine what you would have
run that pass.
Single Run ET Prediction – Page 5
For your pure bracket racers that want to adjust the dial in on the side of the car instead of
pulling weight in and out to get to a 7.90, 8.90 or 11.90 index. This single run method can be
the most accurate way of predicting ET but it is dependent on your setup being on the slightly
rich side.
Database ET Prediction – Page 7
Like the single run method the database method is also meant for the bracket racer that wants
to adjust the dial in on the side of the car instead of adjusting weight. The primary difference
between the two is that the database method will learn how your car reacts to weather
whereas the single run method assumes you are maintaining a slightly rich tune up. Although
this seems to be much better than the single run method, because the database method
depends on inputting older runs it introduces other variables like track prep and parts wear that
the single run method ignores.
Weight Based Prediction – Page 9
For those drivers looking to sit right at their 7.90, 8.90 or 11.90 index, the weight based
prediction method will tell you exactly how much weight you need to put in the car to hit your
desired ET. This method is extremely easy and allows you to fine tune how your specific car
responds to weight changes.
Mikuni Tuning Prediction – Page 12
Built into the RaceAir Pro is a program that will help you keep your Mikuni carburetor tuned the
same week in and week out. Once you determine a good tune up that you would like to
maintain throughout the season, write down your setup info. Then the next race you can take a
weather sample and run the Tune Up program and it will tell you exactly what size jet to run so
that your performance stays consistent. You can then verify this change by looking at your
finish line EGT temperature.
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Sampling Weather
The RaceAir Pro is a fan aspirated weather station that will give you all of the weather variables
you will need. When you turn on your unit, simply hit the Sample button and you will hear a fan
turn on and the screen will read Sampling at the top. The RaceAir will continue to sample until
it gets the same information over and over again. If it is getting the same information
consistently it will tell you Sample Ready and then show Sampled Weather.
To scroll through your different weather variables simply hit the up or down button on the
keypad. If your unit powers off after sampling or you turn it off, the unit will remember the last
sample it took as well as placing a time stamp so you know when it was taken. If you are at
another screen and want to look back at the weather, simply press the Sample button and it
will go back to your last sample. At that point, if you hit the sample button again, it will start
taking a new sample.
Where you should take your sample can vary based on your pits and staging lane setup. In
general, we want to place the weather station in an open area that has good airflow and at
least 2 feet off of the ground. We want to make sure that whatever we place it on to take a
sample is not dark in color or radiating it’s own heat. This typically means on the back of a golf
cart, the arm of a chair, seat of a moped, etc. If the engine isn’t too warm and you’re in the
staging lanes then setting it on top of the roll cage will work fine.
It is OK to place the RaceAir Pro in the sunlight to take a sample. Because it’s fan moves airflow
past the sensor it will not have an effect while taking the sample. But once the sampling is
done, the fan turns off and any sunlight on the unit will cause some solar heating. Once the unit
has been in the sun for a while, it may take longer to obtain a sample as the unit is trying to
remove the excess heat built up inside of it. For that reason, we recommend storing your
RaceAir Pro out of direct sunlight when not using it.
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Run Completer
One of the most simple yet useful functions in the RaceAir Pro is the Run Completer program. If
your driver lets off the gas or hits the brake it makes it pretty difficult to determine what they
would have ran. With the Run Completer program, we can compare it to another similar run
and it will tell you exactly what you would have run had you not let off.
Typically it is best to look through your logbook and find a run where you had similar 60’ and
330’ times to the run in question. Make sure it is from the same track and the same setup but
the closer you can find a reference run, the more accurate it will be.
Once you have gone through the Run Completer process you can write that down in your
logbook and then use that ET and weather value for your prediction on the next run.

Step by Step
1. Determine which run you are going to use as a reference to compare it to. Try to find a
run with similar 60’ and 330’ where the track and car setup are the same.
2. Hit the Alt button and then the Run Comp button.
3. For Old Part ET, input the 330’ time of the reference run.
4. For Old Full ET, input the 1/8 time of the reference run.
5. For Old Full MPH, input the 1/8 mph of the reference run.
6. Hit Enter to access the new section.
7. For Part ET, input the 330’ time of the scrubbed run.
8. Based on that information it will then tell you exactly what ET you would have run had
your driver not let off the gas or hit the brakes.
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Single Run ET Prediction
The Single Run ET Prediction method will compare one single previous run and it’s weather with
the current weather and then gives you an ET prediction. This simple formula works great
because typically the only thing that has changed between your previous run and the next run
is the weather. The only downfall to this prediction method is that it requires your car to be in a
slightly rich tune up.
In general, if your engine is too lean, you will not pick up or slow down with any weather
changes. If you are too rich, then more your car will react too much to weather changes. For
this reason, if your car is not tuned properly TO the ET prediction method then you won’t have
the best results with the Single Run method. For this reason, we don’t recommend completely
trusting the Single Run Prediction method until you have looked at data and confirmed through
the Fine Tuning process that your car is tuned for the ET prediction. Once fine tuned, you can
have absolute confidence in what the weather station tells you week in and week out.

Choosing A Run To Predict From
Choosing which run to predict off can be a little bit different from run to run. If possible, we
would always want to choose the last pass because the track conditions will be as consistent as
possible. However, if the previous run wasn’t a “good” run then we don’t want to use it. So we
must define what we consider a “good” run.
The best run is going to be any run where the driver staged as they typically do and goes full
throttle down the track. This is hands down the most ideal run to predict off of. A good run is a
run where the driver stages consistently but lets off the throttle at the top end. However, any
time a driver let’s off the throttle, we need to perform the Run Completer formula and then use
that calculated value as our ET instead of the scrubbed ET. Finally, a bad run is any run where
the driver didn’t stage correctly, the 60’ times were inconsistent more than normal, the track
prep was more than normal or where the wind was more than normal.

Step by Step
1. Turn on your RaceAir Pro and hit the Sample button. Then place the weather station out
in the open in free air and allow it to take a weather sample. When it is done sampling it
will say “Sample Ready” and show the sampled weather.
2. Click on the Dial-In button and hit Enter to select the Standard method.
3. Hit Enter to accept your fuel type.
4. Type in the correction factor of the run you wish to predict off of and hit Enter.
5. Type in the ET of the run you wish to predict off of and hit Enter.
6. It will automatically import the latest weather sample in for you, hit Enter.
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7. It will then display your estimated ET based on the weather change between the two
runs.

Fine Tuning
1. Go to the track, keep a good logbook and dial your car how you typically would. If you’d
like, you can run the Dial-In program but do not take it’s word or have too much
confidence in it yet.
2. After the race, look through your logbook and identify any back to back passes where
the weight did not change, the wind wasn’t over 5 mph and the Humidity Grains are
under 90 grains.
3. If you have runs that fit this criteria, run the Single Run Prediction method on your
RaceAir Pro using the first run as the baseline and the second runs weather as the new
weather.
4. If the RaceAir Pro in general says you’re going to pick up or slow down MORE than you
actually did, then odd’s are your engine is too lean. Richen it before the next event and
repeat step number 1.
5. If the RaceAir Pro in general says you’re going to pick up or slow down LESS than you
actually did, then odd’s are your engine is too Rich. Lean it out before the next event
and repeat step number 1.
6. If the RaceAir Pro is right on the money and generally seems to be quite accurate then
we want to make this our new baseline tune up. Write down the Air Density Ratio
ADR%, the main jet and the finish line EGT. From this point forward, our goal is to keep
the engine tuned to this exact point where the ET Prediction is working flawlessly.
Humidity Grain Warning: Jr. Dragster engines can be incredibly sensitive to excessive moisture in
the air. We measure this moisture in terms of Humidity Grains. When these grains reach excess
of 90 grains your engine will start to loose horsepower compared to the previous run, even if the
Performance and Density Altitudes are getting better. These formulas do not currently take into
account that performance drop. The latest RaceAir Pro firmware release for Jr. Dragsters will be
available soon and will be able to account for that performance loss.
Wind Warning: The RaceAir Pro does not monitor wind speed or direction nor does it take it into
account in the prediction method. How your car reacts to wind changes will remain a decision
that should be made at the last second by watching any flags along the track.
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Database ET Prediction
The Database ET Prediction method is only recommended for drivers who have not yet fine
tuned their single run prediction method or those that wish to stay on the lean side. With the
database method we must first input 3 different setup runs so that the RaceAir Pro can learn
how your car is currently reacting to weather changes.

Setup
Setting up the database prediction method requires keeping a good logbook with good notes.
Because we are teaching the unit your tune up, inputting runs that are not a true
representative of how your car is running will yield less accurate predictions. We also want to
try to minimize the variables changed between runs to just a track prep difference. Do not use
runs where the weight was changed or the driver staged deeper than typical.
First we need to input 3 setup runs that are all good quality runs but where the weather was at
least 100’ apart from each other. Preferably these should be from the same day and the same
track so we can remove as many other variables as possible. During this input process you will
be prompted for the DA or Density Altitude. If you would like, you can choose to enter in the
Performance Altitude values instead of Density and use Performance Altitude in the future
during prediction. Performance Altitude is a more accurate value for determining how cars
react to weather changes and you can learn more about those differences in the Weather
Terms section.
1. Turn on the RaceAir Pro and press Alt and then Set-Up.
2. Hit Enter to go into the Program Setup.
3. Scroll down to #3 D.A. Setup and hit Enter
4. Select the Car # that you would like to setup
5. It will ask for Car#?, input in your car number.
6. It will ask for Run 1 DA?, input the first setup runs Density or Performance Altitude.
7. It will ask for Run 1 ET?, input the first setup runs 1/8 mile ET.
8. It will ask for Run 2 DA?, input the second setup runs Density or Performance Altitude.
9. It will ask for Run 2 ET?, input the second setup runs 1/8 mile ET.
10. It will ask for Run 3 DA?, input the third setup runs Density or Performance Altitude.
11. It will ask for Run 3 ET?, input the third setup runs 1/8 mile ET.
12. It will then give you a .01 Seconds = X amount of feet.
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Step by Step
Once you have your database prediction setup you can now start to predict.
1. Turn on your RaceAir Pro and hit the Sample button. Then place the weather station out
in the open in free air and allow it to take a weather sample. When it is done sampling it
will say “Sample Ready” and show the sampled weather.
2. Click on the Dial-In button and scroll down to Density Altd and hit Enter.
3. Scroll to the Car # you want to predict and hit Enter.
4. Type in the density altitude or performance altitude of the run you wish to predict off of
and hit Enter.
5. Type in the ET of the run you wish to predict off of and hit Enter.
6. You will have to manually type in either the Density Altitude or Performance Altitude
depending on which you are using, then hit Enter.
7. It will then display your New ET based on the weather change between the two runs
and how you have taught it your car reacts to weather changes.

Fine Tuning
The Database Prediction method is completely dependent on learning how your car reacts to
weather changes. This means it is learning how rich versus lean you are. If you are the type that
doesn’t change jets throughout the year, this means that your tune up is changing from lean to
rich to lean again as the season change. This means that as the season change and change more
dramatically, you will have to re-input fresh setup runs that are more reflective of your current
environment. As a general rule, if the current altitude is more than 750’ of Performance
Altitude and more than 1000’ of Density Altitude, then you need to clear out your setup runs
and enter new ones.
Humidity Grain Warning: Jr. Dragster engines can be incredibly sensitive to excessive moisture in
the air. We measure this moisture in terms of Humidity Grains. When these grains reach excess
of 90 grains your engine will start to loose horsepower compared to the previous run, even if the
Performance and Density Altitudes are getting better. These formulas do not currently take into
account that performance drop. The latest RaceAir Pro firmware release for Jr. Dragsters will be
available soon and will be able to account for that performance loss.
Wind Warning: The RaceAir Pro does not monitor wind speed or direction nor does it take it into
account in the prediction method. How your car reacts to wind changes will remain a decision
that should be made at the last second by watching any flags along the track.
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Weight Based Prediction
For all of those Jr. racers that are trying to sit right at a 7.90, 8.90 or 11.90 dial in, the best way
to reach this index is to be making slight weight changes every pass. The RaceAir Pro has the
ability to simply this for you and it is already built into every RaceAir Pro, it is simply labeled as
the Throttle Stop prediction method. Instead of typing in a throttle stop timer we are typing in
the weight. The Throttle Stop prediction method has a setup area where it will learn how your
car specifically reacts to weight and/or timer changes. A new update specific for the Jr.
Dragsters will be available soon, please check with Computech.com for more information in the
future.

Setup
In order for the RaceAir Pro to predict how much weight you should take in or out, it must first
learn exactly how your car responds to weight changes. After you finish the weight setup, you
will need to follow the fine tuning steps for the single run prediction method as the weight
based prediction is a combination of both the single run prediction and the formula of how your
specific car reacts to weight changes.
There are two different methods we can take for setting up the weight based prediction. The
first is to use our own experience and manually enter in exactly how many pounds it takes to
slow down .01. The other is to allow the RaceAir Pro to learn how the car reacts to weight
changes by inputting two good setup runs.
The manual setup method allows you to enter a ballpark and get started right away. If you
know from experience that it takes x pounds to slow the car down .01 then use that experience
to your advantage and utilize the manual setup method.
The learning setup method is great for someone with a new setup that is not sure how their car
is going to react to weight changes. In this method we have to input in 2 runs where the
weather was close together but the weight change and therefore the ET were different. When
the setup is complete, it will tell you exactly how many pounds it takes to move your car .01.
Method 1: Manual
This should be the default setting for a 7.90 or 8.90 car until you have made consistent
enough passes to perform the second method.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Turn on the RaceAir Pro and hit the Alt button and then the Set-Up button
Hit Enter to go into the Program Setup
Go down to T-Stop Setup and hit Enter
Select enter on the first car you’d like to setup
Enter in the fuel type, change it by pressing up or down
Type in the car number
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7. For Run #1 Type in 1.0000 for Corr, 7.90 or 8.90 for ET and type into the Index field
whatever base weight gets your car close to your index.
8. For Run #2 type in 1.0000 for Corr, 7.91 or 8.91 for ET and add 2.4 pounds to your base
weight and type it into the index field
9. It should then tell you that .01 ET = 2.4. This means that for every 2.4 pounds of weight
added or subtracted, it will change your ET by .01.

Method 2: Learning
In order for the program to learn how your car responds to weight changes we have to
enter in two setup runs. Ideally these runs should be back to back with the weather and track
prep as consistent as possible.
1. Ensure the car is running as consistently as possible. You should be able to make back
to back passes with nearly identical timeslips with little change in weather.
2. Add 5 pounds to the car and make another pass. Consider this pass your setup Run #2
and the previous run as setup Run #1
3. Turn on the RaceAir Pro and hit the Alt button and then the Set-Up button
4. Hit Enter to go into the Program Setup
5. Go down to T-Stop Setup and hit Enter
6. Select enter on the first car you’d like to setup
7. Enter in the fuel type, change it by pressing up or down
8. Type in the car number
9. For Run #1 type in the correction factor logged for the run and your ET. In the timer
field type in the weight on the car.
10. For Run #2 type in the correction factor logged for the run and your ET. In the timer
field type in the weight on the car which should be the same as Run #1 +5 pounds.

Step by Step
Now that you have setup your weight prediction we can now start to use it to predict exactly
how much weight we need to change to get to our desired ET. To run the program, you will
need to know the previous runs Correction Factor, ET and Ballast Weight. It will also ask you
what your desired ET is and you input any value you’d like whether it be 7.85, 7.88, 7.90 etc. It
will automatically take the correction factor from your latest weather sample and it will then
tell you exactly how much weight to change on the car so it will run the ET you input.
1. Turn on the RaceAir Pro and hit the Sample button. Place the weather station in an area
away from heat or humidity sources and let it sample. It will continue to sample until it
gets a consistent reading and when it’s done, will say Sample Ready.
2. Click on the T-Stop button and select the Car that you would like to predict for.
3. Click Enter to accept your fuel type.
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4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Type in the Air Correction factor number of your last quality run and hit Enter.
Type in the Ballast Weight into the Timer section and hit Enter.
Type in the ET of that last run and hit Enter.
It will automatically import in the correction factor from the latest sample, hit Enter.
Type in whatever your desired ET is and hit Enter
It will then tell you exactly how many pounds to place in to achieve the desired index
based on not only the weather changes but also how your car reacts to weight changes.

Fine Tuning
After each race it is advisable to go over your logbook data to determine if there are areas you
can fine tune both your weight per .01 and how your car reacts to weather. Fine tuning the
weight must be done first unless you have already fine tuned how your car reacts to weather by
fine tuning the Single Run Prediction method.
1. Look over your logbook and identify any passes where the ADR was within .5% of the
pass before or after it. Do not use runs where the wind was over 5 mph.
2. If you do have 2 passes that have nearly identical weather, see if there was any weight
change made between the two passes.
3. If there was a weight change, run the Weight Change Prediction method and input the
first base as the baseline information. For desired ET use the ET you actually ran and the
correction factor taken after the run. It will then give you the weight needed to put on
the car.
4. Compare the actual weight you had on the car with the predicted weight. If a general
trend appears the RaceAir Pro is off, then go back through the manual setup method for
the weight prediction and modify the values slightly for the next race.
Once you are confident in your weight setup, you can move on to fine tuning how your car
reacts to specific weather changes. This a more elaborate topic and is covered in the Single Run
ET Prediction: Fine Tuning.
Humidity Grain Warning: Jr. Dragster engines can be incredibly sensitive to excessive moisture in
the air. We measure this moisture in terms of Humidity Grains. When these grains reach excess
of 90 grains your engine will start to loose horsepower compared to the previous run, even if the
Performance and Density Altitudes are getting better. These formulas do not currently take into
account that performance drop. The latest RaceAir Pro firmware release for Jr. Dragsters will be
available soon and will be able to account for that performance loss.
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Mikuni Tuning Prediction
The Mikuni tuning program is designed to keep your engine at the same level of Rich/Lean each
and every week. As the year progresses and the seasons change, the weather changes
dramatically as does the amount of horsepower your engine is able to create. As this weather
changes throughout the year, so does your tune up. From spring to summer you car will
steadily get richer as the air quality gets worse and then from summer to fall it will start to lean
out. If you are not changing your jets throughout the season, then your engine is not
maintaining the same level of Rich versus Lean and therefore the horsepower created varies
throughout the season.
When it comes to bracket racing we know that if your car is too rich it will react to weather
changes too much. And if your car is too lean it won’t be effected by weather as much. For that
reason, if you are not changing your jetting throughout the year, then how your car is effected
by weather changes is also changing throughout the year. For example, a 100 foot change in
Performance Altitude may equate to .01 change in ET in the spring but in the summer it will
equate to a .03 change in ET.
By maintaining a consistent tune up throughout the year, you maintain a consistent reaction to
the weather conditions. This makes predicting your ET or weight changes more reliable
throughout the entire year.
One way of confirming that you are in the correct Rich vs Lean ratio is to look at your finish line
EGT temperatures. Once you have determined what your baseline tune up is you want to write
down not only the ADR % and Main Jet but also the Finish Line EGT temperature. If the
temperature is higher than your baseline then you are too lean, if it’s lower than your baseline
then you’re too rich. You can utilize the Mikuni Tuning program to make a jetting change before
you even make your first pass, then look at the finish line EGT to determine if the jetting change
brought you back to the temperature, aka the correct rich vs lean mixture of your baseline.
If you’re not changing your tune up throughout the year, you’re not going to get to predict ET
reliably. ET Prediction and Tune Up Prediction go Hand in Hand.
The tune up program won’t tell you what jet to put in to get to the perfect tune up, there are
too many engine combinations to do so. But it will keep you tuned to a specific baseline that
you set. The question is, what should you consider your baseline tune up? If you are bracket
racing, then ideally, you want your engine tuned to your ET prediction formula. Our single run
and weight based ET prediction assumes you are in a slightly rich tune up and because of that it
expects you to react to weather conditions a certain way.
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Determining Your Baseline Tune Up
Weight Based Prediction:
1. Before you can tune your car to the prediction method, we must first dial in how your
car specifically reacts to weight changes. This requires performing the custom weight
setup as outlined in the weight based prediction section. You can consider your weight
setup dialed in if the weather and wind do not change yet changing the weight on the
car changes the et to exactly what was desired.
2. Keep good notes in your logbook and write down what the desired ET you input into the
RaceAir Pro was, how much weight it told you to add, how much weight you actually
added and what the ET or Run Completed ET was.
3. Analyze the data and you should find that in general for the event, the weather station
either told you to add too much weight or not enough weight.
a. If it told you to change the weight more than you needed to, then your engine is
too lean for the prediction method. Richen your main jet one size for the next
event and repeat step 2.
b. If it didn’t tell you to add enough weight to run the desired ET, then your engine
is likely too rich for the prediction method. Lean out your main jet one size for
the next even and repeat step 2.
4. Once you have reached a point where the Weight Prediction Method seems to be
perfect, you want to consider this your baseline tune up. Write down the ADR % (Air
Density Ratio), your base jet, and your finish line EGT temperature. These 3 values will
be used to predict and verify your tune up.
Single Run ET Prediction:
1. Keep good notes in your logbook and write down what the predicted ET was and what
you actually ran.
2. Analyze the data and you should find that in general for the event, the weather station
either told you to were going to pick up or slow down more or less than you actually did.
a. If it told you that you were going to pick up or slow down more than you actually
did, then your engine is too lean for the prediction method. Richen your main jet
one size for the next event and repeat step 1.
b. If it told you that you were going to pick up or slow down less than you actually
did, then your engine is likely too rich for the prediction method. Lean out your
main jet one size for the next even and repeat step 2.
3. Once you have reached a point where the Single Run ET Prediction method seems to be
perfect, you want to consider this your baseline tune up. Write down the ADR % (Air
Density Ratio), your base jet, and your finish line EGT temperature. These 3 values will
be used to predict and verify your tune up.
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Predicting your Mikuni Jet Size
Now that you have a baseline to strive for, and and EGT temperature to verify the tune up with,
we can start using the Mikuni Tuning program to maintain our ideal tune up.
1. Before your first time run, turn on the Race Air Pro and take a good weather sample.
When the sample is done it will say Sample Ready.
2. Click on the Tune Up button and go down to Mikuni and press Enter
3. Hit up or down to change your fuel type and then hit Enter.
4. Type in the baseline ADR and jet size and hit Enter.
5. The new ADR will automatically have imported in from the weather sample, hit Enter.
6. Adjust % allows you to lean or richen it by a certain percentage, if nothing hit Enter.
7. It will give you a new predicted main jet size. If the jet change necessitates a jet change
then do it before the first time run.
8. After the time run log the finish line EGT temperature and it should be within 50
degrees of your baseline temperature.

Confirming Your Tune Up Through EGT
How your engine is tuned lean vs rich directly effects how your car reacts to weather changes,
which directly effect how accurate the prediction methods are. If your engine is not tuned to
react to weather in the way the RaceAir Pro expects then the results won’t be as accurate. For
that reason, we spend quite a bit of time fine tuning the setup so that we can determine a good
baseline that goes hand in hand with the prediction methods. And once we have that baseline
we are able to maintain it day from day regardless of track location or weather because of the
Mikuni Tuning program. But after it tells us to change our jet, how to do we really know that
the tune-up is back to the baseline where we want it, back to reacting to weather changes
predictably? The answer lies in keeping track of Finish Line EGT temperatures.
When you finally get to a point where you are confident that your tune-up is where you want it
and you want to maintain that baseline, you need to also record what your Finish Line EGT
value was. From this point forward, that is the exhaust temperature that you want to strive for.
If you make a jetting change, make a pass and the temperature is higher than your baseline,
then odds are you are a little too lean. Make small adjustments where possible. In the future,
when running the Tune Up – Mikuni program, enter in 0.5 for Adjust % to add .5% more fuel.
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If you make a jetting change, make a pass and the temperature is lower than your baseline,
then odds are you are a little too rich. Make small adjustments where possible. In the future,
when running the Tune Up – Mikuni program, enter in 0.5, then the negative button for Adjust
% to take away .5% less fuel.
Once you have found and determined your baseline, you should use the Mikuni Tuning
program to predict what jet to run each day and then utilize your Finish Line EGT as a validation
that the jetting change you made was correct.

Beginning of Each Day
At the beginning of each day we want to take a weather sample and then run the Mikuni TuneUp program. This will then tell you what jet size to put in so that your engine runs at the same
performance level as your baseline and thus your car will react to weather changes as the
RaceAir Pro expects it to.
If possible, wait until approximately an hour before your first pass to take your weather sample
and run the Tune-Up program. The reason for this is that we want to tune the car as close to
the first runs as possible. It is also because running the tune-up program first thing in the
morning can give you significantly different weather than it will be throughout the day when
you’re actually running.

After Each Run
When you finish your pass the first thing you want to do is take a weather sample so we can
write it down in the logbook. In general you want to store the unit out of the sun however
taking a sample in the sun temporarily is fine as long as it doesn’t sit there and bake.
1. Turn on the RaceAir Pro and hit the Sample button. You will hear the fan turn on.
2. Step away from the unit as it can pick up your body heat and come back it a few minutes
later.
3. It should have finished sampling and will say Sample Ready. Write down this information
into your logbook along with your ET Slip information.
4. If your MPH does not match what is typical then the driver likely let off before the finish
line. Perform the Run Completer program to determine what you would have ran and
note that in your logbook as well.
5. Go over your logbook and make a choice as to which run you will predict off of. Refer to
the Single Run Method’s choosing a run to predict off of section if needed.
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6. Run through your preferred prediction method and input the values of the run you will
be predicting off of. It will now store those settings in your RaceAir Pro so you don’t
have to take a logbook or ET slip to the staging lanes.

Right Before Your Pass
1.
2.
3.
4.

Turn the RaceAir Pro on and place it in an area without excessive heat build up.
Press the Sample button and move away so it can take a sample in good clean air.
Wait until the sample is done, it will say Sample Ready and then Sampled Weather.
Go through your preferred prediction process to get either your Dial-In or your weight
change.
5. Look at the flag and any other wind indicators and make your best choice as far as how
much wind will effect your pass.
6. Put your Dial-In on or change your weight and go make your pass.

Weather Variables
The atmospheric conditions that make air quality better for racing are: lower temperature, lower
humidity, and higher air pressure. Conditions that make the air worse for racing purposes are:
higher temperature, higher humidity, and lower air pressure. Lower Correction Factor numbers,
lower Density Altitude numbers and higher Air Density Ratio numbers all mean better air quality.
The variables that cause the Correction Factor and the Density Altitude to decrease (smaller
numerically), as well as the Air Density Ratio to increase (larger numerically), are: a lower
temperature, a lower relative humidity, a higher barometric pressure (as measured with a
barometer), or a lower pressure altitude (as measured with an altimeter). Typically, the STD
Correction Factor will be between .98 (better) and 1.15 (worse); the Density Altitude will be
between -300 ft. (better) and 8,000 ft. (worse); the Air Density Ratio will be between 85% (worse)
and 103% (better).
Atmospheric changes can be experienced when going from track to track or from Spring to
Summer to Fall at the same track. The typical change in air quality from the heat of the day to
the cool of the night is usually not very large. However, the RaceAir Pro will compensate for
changes in all of the weather variables, no matter how small.
Remember, as the Correction Factor and the Density Altitude increase (larger numerically),
performance will decrease. As the Correction Factor and Density Altitude decrease (smaller
numerically), performance will increase. The lower the Air Density Ratio (smaller numerically),
the leaner the jetting needs to be and the higher the Air Density Ratio (larger numerically), the
richer the jetting needs to be.
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Air Density Ratio
Air density ratio (ADR) is the ratio produced by dividing the calculated density of the air
being sampled by the Standard Day air density. Standard Day air is defined as a
temperature of 60°F, a relative humidity of 0%, and an absolute barometric pressure of
29.92 In. Hg. The ADR for those conditions is 1.00. The RaceAir Pro expresses this ratio as
a percent, Standard Day = 100%, as an aid to understanding the performance increases
and decreases that air density causes. Air Density Ratio is used to determine engine fuel
tuning changes. If the ADR goes down 2%, then fuel must be reduced 2% to stay at the
same air/fuel ratio.
Absolute Barometric Pressure

Absolute barometric pressure, measured in inches of mercury (Inches Hg), is the pressure that is
present at the location of the sensor from the atmosphere. The term ‘barometric’ comes from the
weather instrument, the mercury barometer, which is used as a laboratory precision measuring
device. The term ‘absolute’ refers to absolute zero, where without the earth’s atmosphere, the
measured pressure would be 0 Inches Hg. Normal pressure gages have a scale that sets the
atmospheric pressure of 14.7 pounds per square inch (29.92 Inches Hg) as the zero point. This is
referred to as gage pressure. The RaceAir Pro provides the absolute barometric pressure that is
used in the calculations for ADR, Density Altitude, and the Correction Factor. It has the biggest
influence on air quality. Absolute barometric pressure normally varies between 25 and 31 Inches
Hg depending on the elevation above sea level where the sensor is. The atmospheric pressure
defined as Standard Day at sea level is 29.92 Inches Hg and decreases about 1 Inch Hg per 1000
ft. of elevation.

Altitude
Altitude is the elevation above mean sea level (MSL) in feet.
Altitude – Density
See ‘Density Altitude’.
Altitude – Pressure
See ‘Pressure Altitude’.
Barometric Pressure - Absolute
See ‘Absolute Barometric Pressure’.
Barometric Pressure - Corrected to Sea Level
In order to provide a standard method of stating barometric pressure, the National
Weather Service (NWS) adjusts the absolute barometric pressure observations to sea
level elevation (0 feet). Without this standard the barometer readings would be
meaningless at different geographic elevations around the world. The correction adds
about 0.001 Inches Hg per foot of elevation to the absolute barometric pressure number.
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Corrected barometric pressure cannot be used for performance calculations without
subtracting the local elevation from the NWS value. Even then it would be an
approximation because the barometer is at another location.
Barometric Pressure - Dry
See ‘Dry Barometric Pressure’.
Correction Factor
The correction factor is a Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) equation that uses the
calculated dry barometric pressure and the measured local temperature to compensate
for changes in dynamometer observed horsepower readings due to air density
differences. This method allows performance comparison of observed readings taken on
different days or in different parts of the world. The correction factor can also be applied
to track performance. There are 2 correction factor equations in common use in the
industry - the current SAE and STD or the old SAE standard. The STD and SAE methods
also have different reference points (where correction factor 1.000 occurs). Therefore,
values corrected with one method cannot be compared to values corrected by the other.
Density Altitude
Density altitude is a value in feet that relates the local measured atmospheric conditions
(absolute barometric pressure or pressure altitude, temperature, and relative humidity)
to the aeronautical industry defined standard day atmosphere. The density altitude for
an absolute barometric pressure of 29.92 Inches Hg or a pressure altitude of 0 ft, a
temperature of 60°F, and a humidity of 0% is 0 ft. A good air day in the spring or fall might
be below 0 ft (i.e. –831 ft). Conversely, a hot summer day might have a density altitude
of 4500 ft. (equivalent to 4500 ft of altitude on a standard day).
Dew Point

The dew point temperature is the calculated temperature at which the measured partial
saturation of water vapor in the air will turn to liquid and form dew. Moisture can cause
inconsistent traction and, in certain circumstances, effect engine performance. The warmer the
air is the more water vapor it can hold. See ‘Relative Humidity’ for more information. An air
sample has a specific amount of water vapor present. As the temperature drops and reaches the
dew point, the air can no longer hold the water vapor suspended so it condenses and turns to
water. This condensation will occur on cooler surfaces first. Computech research with methanol
fuel, and to a lesser extent with gasoline, has shown that when the ambient temperature falls to
within 5 to 10°F of the dew point temperature there will be an unexpected slight fall off in
performance due primarily to fuel degradation in the intake manifold that is caused by water
contamination. By keeping accurate records as to when the performance actually falls off in
relation the outside temperature versus the dew point temperature, performance degradation
can be predicted.

Dry Barometric Pressure
The dry barometric pressure (Inches Hg) is the absolute barometric pressure with the
partial saturation water vapor pressure from humidity subtracted. The measured
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absolute barometric pressure is from a combination of oxygen, nitrogen, argon, and some
other trace gases plus water vapor. The portion of the air that is water vapor will not
contribute to combustion of the fuel and therefore must be factored out. Dry barometric
pressure is used to calculate ADR, Density Altitude, and the Correction Factor.
Dry Bulb Temperature
See ‘Temperature’.
Performance Altitude
When it comes to overall air quality numbers we have a lot of different formulas that
put different emphasis on different values. Air Density Ratio is an easy number to
understand as it is in terms of % and 100% is the best weather. Density Altitude is an
easy number to understand because it is in terms of altitude where sea level is great and
the higher up you get the worse the air gets. The correction factor values however are a
long 4 decimal number that are much more difficult for our heads to wrap around.
Which is unfortunate, because the Standard Correction Factor is by far the best overall
air quality number to use to predict changes in horsepower.
The Performance Altitude number utilizes the same formula as the Standard Correction
Factor but converts it into feet above sea level. This means that your Performance
Altitude and Density Altitude will both read feet above sea level, however they will have
different values because they utilize different formulas that put emphasis on different
variables. We believe that if you utilize the Performance Altitude value in place of the
Density Altitude in the Density Altitude program that you will yield better results.
Pressure Altitude
Pressure altitude is the aircraft altimeter indicated value in feet that results from setting
the pressure adjustment window to 29.92 Inches Hg. This number relates to the
aeronautical industry defined Standard Day altitude. An indication of 0 ft is equal to an
absolute barometric pressure of 29.92 Inches Hg. Lower or negative values (i.e. –180 ft)
indicate more air pressure. Higher values (i.e. 2500 ft) show less air pressure. An altimeter
will also show absolute barometric pressure (Inches Hg) in the pressure window when the
altitude pointer is rotated to indicate 0 ft. Note that this number is pressure only. Until it
is adjusted for temperature and humidity via the density altitude process it is not an
indication of total air quality.
Relative Humidity
Relative humidity (% RH) is a value to indicate how much water vapor is present in an air
sample. Air has the ability to hold more water vapor as the temperature increases. This
phenomenon makes comprehending water vapor content difficult. By always relating the
amount of water vapor present to the maximum amount that air could hold at that
temperature, the relationship is easier to understand (i.e. 50% RH is always 50% of the
possible saturated water vapor content for air at any temperature).
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Temperature
Temperature (°F) is also referred to as dry bulb temperature. In order to correctly
calculate the effect of temperature on performance, the measured temperature needs to
be similar to the engine intake air temperature.
Vapor Pressure
Vapor pressure (Inches Hg) is a value calculated from the sensed temperature and relative
humidity. The RaceAir Pro uses numbers derived from mechanical engineering steam
tables to calculate the partial saturation vapor pressure of the moisture in the sampled
air. That value is displayed and used in the ‘Dry Barometric Pressure’ computation. The
vapor pressure number indicates the portion of air pressure that is actually from water
vapor and, of course, will not support combustion.
Water Vapor
Water vapor (grains, Gr) is the same information as ‘Vapor Pressure’ expressed in
different units. Some race teams use 100 Gr as the threshold for making water vapor
related tuning changes. Engine fuel flow and ignition timing may need to be increased
above the threshold.

Wet Bulb Temperature
Wet bulb temperature refers to using an expanding liquid type thermometer with a water
soaked cotton wick over the sensing bulb. This technique produces a lower temperature
indication for lower humidity conditions due to evaporation. The wet bulb temperature
and the dry bulb temperature can be used to calculate ‘Relative Humidity’.
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